
HOMEWORK

1. Read Beginning - Wednesday AM Class  WEEK 5  handouts at:

http://www.lomitadogtraining.org/resources/
2. Remember to use your MARKER word         (from Week 1)

Whenever your dog does what you want, say “YES”.  Then immediately give treat or praise.

3. Practice GREETING        (from Week 1)
All four feet on the floor or sitting.

4. Practice HAND TOUCH        (from Week 1)
Have your dog touch your hand with her nose.

5. Practice GO TO YOUR MAT         (from Week 1)

6. Practice SIT         (from Week 1) 
Start introducing the “random” sit so your dog will sit whenever & wherever you ask.  Get your dog 
distracted playing and suddenly ask for a SIT.  Lure if necessary since this will seem new to your dog.  
Mark and reward.  Practice several times with your dog distracted and gradually increase your 
distance from your dog.  As distance increases be prepared to rush over to your dog to reward before 
she comes to you.  You want her to learn that sitting away from you is rewarding too.

7. Practice LOOSE LEASH movement and walking        (from Week 3)
Warm up in a distraction free environment and limit number of steps before reinforcement.  Start 
practicing in other locations and slowly add distractions.  Practice CALMING OVALS during your 
loose-leash walking

8. Practice STAY         (from Week 4) 
Warm up with either Stay:Duration, Stay:Distance or Stay:Distractions.  Practice only one at a time and 
then move to a new locations.  Start combining them once you are successful with each by itself.

9. Teach a TRICK for graduation
It can be anything: sit pretty, spin, roll over, back up, shake, high five, bow…

10.  Continue to practice NOTHING FOR FREE         (from Week 2)
Remember to ask for a behavior/trick as payment for things your dog wants
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Here are some links for additional information on topics we covered this week.  Some also contain “how to” 
videos.

1. Teaching Tricks - Kyra Sundance:  https://www.youtube.com/user/kyrasundance/videos 

2. Teach Your Dog to Pick Something Up - zsianz1:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
annotation_id=annotation_571435&feature=iv&src_vid=7Nm4goEuBt4&v=Eg1yDpM_vbc 

3. Teach Your Dog to Fetch - Kikopup:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Nm4goEuBt4

4. Environmental Cues - Karen Pryor:  http://www.clickertraining.com/how-to-teach-your-dog-to-read-
your-mind 

5. Environmental Cues, Barking at Doorbell - Whole Dog Journal:  http://www.whole-dog-journal.com/
issues/13_2/features/Unwanted-Barking-At-Front-Door_16197-1.html 

6. Teach Your Dog to Wait at the Door - Smart Dog University:  https://smartdoguniversity.com/teach-dog-
wait-door-video/ 

7. Door Manners for the Dog - Smart Dog University:  https://smartdoguniversity.com/ok-dog-go-door-
video/ 
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Mom, I’m bored. 
Dogs are a lot like children.  If you don’t give them something fun to do, they will make their own fun—and 
often not in ways you approve of.

Give your dog plenty of physical and mental exercise, and you get a happier, healthier, better-behaved dog.  
Well-exercised dogs bark less, chew less, sleep more, and rest easier if left home alone.  They are also much 
less likely to rummage through the trash or attack the couch cushions.

What about leash walks? 
Leash walks are great brainteasers because of all the sensory information dogs get from them, but they don’t 
count as aerobic exercise.  Your dog needs to run, swim, or do something else that gets his heart pumping 
for at least 30 minutes every day.

Workouts for the body. 
Chasing a ball or Frisbee. Swimming. Playing tug.  Active play with other dogs. Off-leash romps or hikes.

Workouts for the brain. 
Work to eat. Biologically speaking, your dog is not supposed to have a bowl of kibble plunked down in 
front of him.  He is a hunter by nature, meant to work for his keep.  Mimic this by serving your dog’s food 
in a Kong or treat ball.  Your dog will spend the first part of the day figuring out how to get at his food and 
the rest of it recovering from the mental effort.  Perfect!

Toys galore. Toys are a great way to engage your dog’s brain.  Dogs have distinctly individual toy 
preferences, depending on the day, time, and situation.  Do some detective work and find out what truly 
tickles your dog.

The best toys have a purpose.  They deliver food, present a challenge, squeak, or make themselves 
interesting in some other way.  Some classics to consider: Rope toys, plush toys (with or without squeakers), 
Hide-A-Bee (Squirrel, Bird), tricky treat balls, soft rubber toys (vinyl), and hard rubber toys like Kongs and 
nyla bones. 

Once you have a good selection, develop a toy strategy.  Designate a popular toy for use only during alone 
time, like when you need to leave your dog in his crate, confinement area, or a spare room.  Then, rotate the 
other toys daily to keep the novelty factor high.
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To make sure your dog gets the exercise and stimulation he needs, the best thing to do is to create a plan.  
Think about your dog’s daily routine and choose what type of exercise (for the body and brain) your dog 
will receive, who will be in charge of making it happen and for how long.  

Here are some people whose help you may be able to enlist:
Partner, family members, friends & neighbors
Dog walker 
Dog daycare

Types of activities: 
Leash Walks Play Time Fetch Visits to Doggie Daycare
Toy Dissection Stuffed Kong Tug Chewing bones, bully sticks, etc.
Tricky Treat Ball Training Games Swimming Other:______________________

AM Mon. Tues. Weds. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

What:

Who:

For How 
Long?

PM

What:

Who:

For How 
Long?
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Why teach fetch? 
Fetch is terrific exercise—and a tired dog is a better behaved and happier dog.  It’s also an easy way to 
exercise your dog if your time or personal mobility is limited.  Think of it as lawn-chair exercise: It can be 
done sitting down.

How to train it. 
Start at your dog’s starting point, whatever that may be.  When you throw a ball (stick, etc.), does she show 
interest?  Chase it?  Pick it up?  Pick it up and move?  It’s okay if she doesn’t chase the ball, pick it up, and 
bring it right back; fetching isn’t innate for all dogs.  Whatever your dog does, build from there.

Step 1. Mark your dog’s starting point with a “Yes” and treat.  Do this until she seems to get the game and 
begins looking for her reward. 

Step 2. Now hold off and wait to mark and treat until she does just a bit more.  If she was previously picking 
up the ball but then dropping it, wait until she takes at least one step before dropping it. 

Step 3. Reward each new level of progress until you get it consistently—at least 4 out of 5 trials—before you 
move to a new level. 
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FETCH

Troubleshooting: If your dog is dropping the ball early on the way back to you, shorten the distance 
of the retrieve until it’s short enough that your dog brings the ball all the way back to you. If need be, 
start with a 2-feet mini retrieve and build from there.

Training Tip: Wait to treat your dog until she is all the way back to you, and always give the treat 
right in front of yourself, at knee level. This will encourage her to come all the way and drop the ball in 
front of you.

Training Tip: If your dog isn’t particularly interested in the ball (stick, etc.), try playing peek-a-boo 
with it, shaking it, or moving it to make it more interesting.
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Fetch can be broken down into the following steps: 

Showing interest in the ball (or other object)
Chasing the ball 
Nosing or mouthing the ball
Picking up the ball
Picking up the ball and moving
Picking up the ball and moving toward you
Picking up the ball and bringing it to you
Picking up the ball, bringing it to you, and dropping it for you
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Troubleshooting: If your dog decides that playing keep-away is more fun than fetch, don’t ever 
chase her. Simply end the game and try again later. Eventually she will learn that running off with the 
ball doesn’t work out well.

FETCH (CON’T)
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First, forget the myth. 
For decades, dog owners have been told never to play tug-of-war with their dogs because it increases 
aggression in the dog.  This isn’t true—every study done refutes the notion.  Playing tug-of-war doesn’t turn 
your dog into a predator; he already is one.  The game simply provides a safe and enjoyable outlet for the 
behavior.

Why it’s a good idea. 
Tug-of-war is:

• A tremendous cardio workout and brainteaser for your dog.
• A great way to teach your dog to listen to commands even when excited and distracted.
• Exercise that can happen indoors, outdoors, in short sessions, and with little space.
• Likely to lessen any behavior problems resulting from under-stimulation and boredom. 
• A potent motivator for snappy obedience. 

The caveat. 
Tug-of-war, however, should be correctly trained and always played by the rules.  Remember: Control the 
game and you control the dog.  Follow the method and rules laid out here, and you are in for a great time 
with your dog:

If your dog hoards the tug toy, show zero interest.  Never chase your dog or get into a battle involving 
speed or agility if your dog leaves and hoards the toy or play hard to get when he “wins” (i.e. you let go of 
the tug toy).  You won’t win and psych-outs work much better.  So pretend you couldn’t care less.

Notice and reward steps in the right direction. If your dog tries to re-engage you in the game by dropping 
the toy in front of you, praise him and try again.  The goal is for your dog to learn that the tug toy is 
infinitely more fun when brought to life by you than when dead.  Patience is key here, especially with 
inveterate hoarders.

Before playing tug-of-war. 
Put the release on command.
Decide on a release command such as “Out,” “Give,” or “Let go”.  Practice some low-key exchanges with 
him before getting your dog excited about playing tug for the first time.  The sequence is:

1. Give the command to release
2. Your dog releases
3. Give a food reward
4. Give the command to re-take
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Troubleshooting.

If your dog doesn’t take the tug toy in his mouth to begin with, practice the exchanges anyway.  Give him 
the toy (put it down in front of him) and then take it back, give the reward, and then replace the toy.  
Rehearse dozens of reward-for-toy exchanges.  The release should be well trained before you continue with 
the game.  (If your dog becomes possessive about toys, call us for advice).

If your dog grabs the toy and runs away instead, practice the exchanges without completely letting go of the 
toy.  The important thing is that your dog experiences having something taken away, getting a reward, and 
then having the thing presented to him again.

If your dog won’t let go of the toy, try first having him sniff the food treat.  Once this has worked a few 
times, hide the treat and try again.  

If your dog is reluctant to release, reward every exchange until he releases without hesitation on the first 
command, every time.  Eventually, getting to take the toy again will become the reward for releasing on 
command.  Using food early on helps break your dog’s focus on the toy.  Experiment with a variety of 
different food treats if your dog is very reluctant to part with his tug toy.

Every game has penalties.
During actual tug-of-war games, apply the following penalties:

A 30-second time out.  For any failure to release the tug toy:  stop play and leave the room for 30 
seconds.

End the game. For a game misconduct like grabbing your clothes or your hand with his mouth:  stop the 
game altogether.  When your dog knows, loves, and is hooked on tug-of-war, ending the game abruptly 
is by far the most potent motivator against rule breaking.

The 4 tug-of-war rules. 

1. Your dog has to release the tug toy on command. 
Of course, you have thoroughly trained the release command, so any failure to comply should result in a 
time-out penalty. 
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2. One tug toy only—and the game only happens when you say so.
Designate a toy as the one-and-only tug toy, reserved for this game and nothing else.  Then decide on a take 
command like “Get that rope!”  This rule prevents your dog from misfiring in day-to-day life.  You don’t 
want someone innocently picking up a tug toy and being enthusiastically jumped by your dog.  And you 
don’t want to have him grab some other thing you are holding because he thought he heard the command.

The easiest way to train this rule is to practice it while playing.  If your dog goes for the toy before you have 
invited him, give a No Reward Mark (“Oh! Too bad!”).  Do a time-out followed by an obedience break (see 
next rule).  Then invite your dog to take the toy. 

This rule infraction is extremely common in tug-of-war games, so don’t sweep it under the rug.  If your dog 
goes for another retake before being invited, i.e. makes the same mistake twice in a row, end the game.

3. The game stops often for obedience breaks.
Tug-of-war is one of the great recyclable rewards for obedience training.  Alternate back and forth between 
the tug game and obedience to spot-check your control over your dog during the game and to teach him 
obedience behavior when he is excited and distracted.  Every initiation of the tug game is a potent reward 
you can use to reinforce a particularly nice obedience response.  Your dog will try fanatically hard to 
improve his obedience behavior to get you to restart the game.  What’s more, through repeated association 
over time, the two activities will blur in your dog’s mind eventually making him love obedience training.

4. Zero tolerance of sloppy jaw control.
Your dog will sometimes make contact with your hand or other part of you by mistake.  Sometimes he 
might even latch on to you or your clothing as though you were a tug toy.  Don’t let this go unnoticed.  
Screech “Ouch!” even if it didn’t hurt and abruptly end the game.  This is game misconduct every time.  
Dogs can control their jaws with great precision if given a reason to do so. 

This rule helps you remind your dog of the sensitivity of human skin and the great necessity to keep his 
jaws off people at all times.  You have also trained this while he is excited which is where sloppy jaws are 
most often a problem.

That’s it. Now have fun with it. 
If your dog isn’t breaking any of the rules, let him get as excited as he wants.  This includes head shaking, 
strong tugging, and growling.  (But maintain the rules through constant practice and testing.)
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Putting the 3 Ds together. 
Combine distance, distraction, and duration slowly.  For example:

• Choose a quiet area and work on duration stays.

• Another day, choose a quiet area and work on distance stays.

• Another day, choose a quiet area and work on duration and distance, making both easier than on 
occasions where you only worked on one or the other. 

• Choose a slightly busier location and work on duration stays.

And so on.

Whenever you practice in a new place, adjust the distance or duration of the stay until your dog is 
successful despite the new place being interesting.  Novelty wreaks havoc on canine concentration, so be 
prepared to compensate.

How to practice. 
Step 1. Stand in front of your dog.  Tell your dog, “Stay” in a cheerful tone of voice, pause for a second, then 
give the stay hand signal: Hand out in front of you, palm facing dog.  Step back with both feet.  
Immediately return to your original position.  Mark and treat.  Repeat several times. 

Step 2. First, add a bit of duration.  Tell your dog to stay, pause for a second, give the stay hand signal, and 
take a small step back with both feet.  Pause here for one second (one-one-thousand) before you return to 
your original position.  Mark and treat.  Repeat several times.

Step 3. Slowly increase the number of seconds you wait before you return to your original position. 
Remember to mark and treat each successful try.

Step 4. When you can stand 2 feet away for 5 seconds without your dog getting up, switch to working on 
distance (if you are in a place where it is safe to let go of the leash—or work with your dog on a 30-foot 
leash.)  Tell your dog to stay, pause for a second, give the stay hand signal, and take a couple of steps back, 
immediately returning to your original position.  Mark and treat. Repeat several times.
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Step 5. Slowly increase the number of steps you take back, each time stepping right back in front of the dog. 
Remember to mark and treat every time.  Work up to a distance of 5 feet.

Step 6. Now move your practice sessions to a new area with a bit more activity.  Each time you change 
location, go back to the basics, asking only for one-second stays or one foot of distance.  Slowly build up. 

Step 7. If at any point during the above exercises you encounter a distraction, such as a dog or person 
walking by, a loud noise, or scurrying critters, mark and treat immediately before your dog breaks her stay. 
The idea is to reward her before she has a chance to make a mistake.

Step 8. If your dog starts to gets up, tell her, “Ah-ah.”  If that makes her hold her stay, praise her.  Wait a 
couple of seconds, then reward.  If she gets up, tell her, “Too bad,” ask for an easier stay and reward her for 
that.  Then work your way back up. 
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Training Tip: Don’t be tempted to add both distance and duration at the same time, even if things are 
going well. Stick with a few seconds and a distance of a few feet until you have practiced in many 
different locations. 

Training Tip: When you make one thing harder, always make something else easier. For example, if you 
add duration to your distance stays, make the distance shorter than before you added the duration.

Troubleshooting: If your dog is making more than the occasional mistake, you are going too fast. Go 
back to something easier and work your way up from there. Remember, the secret to teaching stay is to 
start easy and go slowly.
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